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Let’s Go Brandon
This is the first comic book collection of “Let’s Go Brandon” including completely original works of
art, and the first comic book created in pixel form.A new type of encrypted assets, the so-called
unforgeable tokens (NFTs), is sweeping the world. Digital art and other collections can become
unique and verifiable assets, and anyone can use NFTs to trade on the blockchain.

This may be difficult for people who don’t know the situation, but for many artists and performers,
the return is huge, and investors are willing to pay the highest cash for NFT copies of digital
pictures they buy.

LGB (let’s go Brandon) can boast that there are 10000 lighthouses symbolizing wealth, freedom and
“America”. The collection was assembled in the early morning by a ragged team of “traitors”. The
success of this project, like bitcoin, depends on the support of its users.

If you want to be a whitelist, you must join the NFT project immediately after the discord channel
starts and runs.
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The First LGB NFT Series is Ready to Change the Market
First of all, this is the first comic collection of “let’s go Brandon” including completely original works
of art, and it is also the first comic collection in pixel form. This is an important moment in the
history of the series and a great progress of the series.
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The team marked it as the most comprehensive collection of its kind ever.According to the existing
plan, all Brandon’s names will be announced sometime soon. We expect to learn more about the
release date of the new Brandon about five days after the previous Brandon is released to the
public.You can only buy Brandon on a first come, first served basis, so be picky and quick in your
purchase choices to avoid disappointment.

Have You Ever Thought About Using NFT to Earn Regular
Income?
The ability of the blockchain industry to generate revenue from passive revenue sources is one of its
most attractive features. Many risk averse investors have previously avoided this market because
many traders are fully aware of their highly volatile reputation and are interested in long-term
passive income.

Once the blockchain realized the possibility of passive revenue plan, the answer to this headache
soon appeared in front of everyone. Let’s introduce let’s go Brandon to you as an example of how
you can keep up with the latest fashion trends while releasing unique changes. Individual owners
with more than four Brandons will be entitled to 10% of each exchange’s revenue. In the near future,
Brandon’s holders will enjoy a treatment. The more Brandon you own, the more chances you have to
win big prizes.
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Holding NFTs Brings Great Benefits
With the addition of two Biden, NFTs may assume new uses. Trump, Hillary Clinton and other highly
unusual NFTs could be part of a special gift event. Activities such as press conferences and meetings
with VIPs are also considered by the team.
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